
Oca
● Gender: Male
● Species: Musical Golem
● Age: Childlike, but actually

ancient
● Personality: Naive and full

of wonder and curiosity. Mystically
connected to the spirits. Wants to
entertain people through song.

● Voice Qualities: Musical,
with some odd cadences to
represent him not being human

Example Lines
I don’t remember where I came from exactly. I know my body was built for music.
What was yours made for?

If a note doesn’t fit with the melody, is it a bad note? I don’t want to mess up the
song of the Inner Lands.

Hello! I'm so glad to meet you. It's very good we have a Keeper now… so what is
a Keeper? Well I think you’ll be very good at it. I wish I knew my purpose like
that.

The ruins here are mostly silent, but I know my purpose involves the spirits.

You’ll help me? Amazing. Keepers are great!



Graf

● Gender: Male
● Species: Wyvarr (dragon

person)
● Age: 40s
● Personality: Closed off and

wounded. Graf lost his homeland
twice, and has become
pessimistic.

● Voice Qualities: gruff,
snorts in anger/dismissal

Example Lines
Welcome, traveler. I am Graf, and this is the Emberheart clan. What remains of
us, at least.

Pah. Enough of that Great Spirit nonsense. Tell him that if I still had my
forge-hold, I would hammer this world into something magnificent. But I don't.

***

As I worked, I pondered our troubles. And it came to me. The clan has a saying:
"Hardship is the grit that polishes the gem."

I believe, with the proper equipment, we could build with these materials. We will
be able to make our home stronger, and all thanks to those that threaten it.

Perhaps you, as the Great Spirit's champion, can help us reclaim our lost glory?



Zent
● Gender: Male
● Species: Gaffling (goblin)
● Age: Tween (12-14)
● Personality: A shy kid, jumpy

around people. He finds comfort in
protecting animals, insects, and nature.

● Voice Qualities: Quavering,
Shaky

Example Lines:
Ah! Oh, hi. I’m Zent. Did you ask for my name? It's Zent. Right, hi.

You're not gonna get rid of me, are you? Why did you come find me?

***

One of the pinoceroses we rescued is really not OK. The clear cutting separated
him from his family before he was ready.

Now he's too scared to eat. I don't know if he'll make it…

Maybe Lev can help. When I first showed up, she gave me a gift. It made me feel
better... maybe one could help the pino, too.

I'll take extra care of this one. I don’t want him to feel abandoned.



Drexel
Gender: Male
Species: Wyvarr
Age: 40s-50s
Personality: A trusted aide of the Wyvarr leader,
Graf. He seeks to bring order and tradition to their
now-chaotic world.
Voice Qualities: Measured, serious, soft

Example Lines:
I am Drexel, majordomo of the clan. Could I direct you to our leader, Graf?

Oh, dear. I must apologize for our leader's poor manners. The times have been
hard on everyone in our clan. Stoic as he is, however, Graf is not unmoveable.
Perhaps if you display your dedication to the clan, he will hear you out.

You may have noticed an infestation of monsters in your underground travels.
While I'm used to ridding a castle of spine rats, these vermin are worse by far. If
you are willing to eliminate some, that would be most appreciated. And should
you bring proof of your contributions, I may be able to sway our dear Graf.

Marvelous! I shall make note of your contribution and present it to Graf right
away.



Opal
Gender: Nonbinary
Species: Human
Age: Early 20s
Personality: An exuberant, chaotic “mad magician”
who wants to prove their unique ideas to the world.
Voice Qualities: Wild, excitable. Has a good evil laugh.

Example Lines:
What's this? The Keeper! Well, you've stumbled into my ritual space, you might
as well stay. Your unique aura may provide some benefits to my workings.

Gray energies conspire around us, Keeper. Beware.

If you can cross the threshold, the null spirits can definitely get in…

Yes, this must be part of the Great Spirit’s plan. He’s sent you so my work can be
completed.

Yes! Yes! With this I can finally attune to the Bramble. Its swirling energies will be
mine to control! I assume you and the Great Spirit are OK with that? I'll be a
benevolent wizard-liege.

Hmm. I don't feel any different. It must take some time to take effect.


